Furniture

• Draw a straight line in a foot in ¼” scale
  • Freehand
  • When done, check with your scale

• Then half a foot in ¼” scale
  • Freehand
  • When done, check with your scale
Furniture practice (refer to previous slide for scale)

• Draw these dining room pieces
  • ¼” scale
  • Freehand
  • Show dashed lines (seats tuck under table)
  • When done, check with your scale

• Draw these living room pieces
  • Love seat 34” x 60”
  • Wing chair
  • Coffee table
  • Square end table 24”
Bedroom furniture

• Draw these dining room pieces
  • Queen bed
  • Armoire 21” x 38” (show doors in dashed lines)
  • Nightstand 15” x 15”
  • Dresser 20” x 40”
  • Reclining chair (show in dashed lines when it open)
Homework #1

- Do not draw the cabinets or closet this way
- Draw them without the crossed lines
- Show line weights and line type
- Not all info provided are correct
- Poche the walls
- Heavy for texts and arrow head
- Light line
  - Door swing, leader, and floor transition
- Medium line
  - Steps
  - Dashed line for seats tuck under the table
Draw furniture floor plan

• Trace this floor plan
• Show all three different line weights
• don’t show floor pattern and hatching on walls/columns